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1
Exploiting the anonymous mechanism of Bitcoin, ransomware activities demanding ransom in bitcoins have 2
become rampant in recent years. Several existing studies quantify the impact of ransomware activities, mostly 3
focusing on the amount of ransom. However, victims’ reactions in Bitcoin that can well reflect the impact of 4
ransomware activities are somehow largely neglected. Besides, existing studies track ransom transfers at the 5
Bitcoin address level, making it difficult for them to uncover the patterns of ransom transfers from a macro 6
perspective beyond Bitcoin addresses. 7

In this paper, we conduct a large-scale analysis of ransom payments, ransom transfers, and victimmigrations 8
in Bitcoin from 2012 to 2021. First, we develop a fine-grained address clustering method to cluster Bitcoin 9
addresses into users, which enables us to identify more addresses controlled by ransomware criminals. Second, 10
motivated by the fact that Bitcoin activities and their participants already formed stable industries, such as 11
Darknet and Miner, we train a multi-label classification model to identify the industry identifiers of users. 12
Third, we identify ransom payment transactions and then quantify the amount of ransom and the number of 13
victims in 63 ransomware activities. Finally, after we analyze the trajectories of ransom transferred across 14
different industries and track victims’ migrations across industries, we find out that in order to obscure the 15
purposes of their transfer trajectories, most ransomware criminals (e.g., operators of Locky and Wannacry) 16
prefer to spread ransom into multiple industries instead of utilizing the services of Bitcoin mixers. Compared 17
with other industries, Investment is highly resilient to ransomware activities in the sense that the number of 18
users in Investment remains relatively stable. Moreover, we also observe that a few victims become active in the 19
Darknet after paying ransom. Our findings in this work can help authorities deeply understand ransomware 20
activities in Bitcoin. While our study focuses on ransomware, our methods are potentially applicable to other 21
cybercriminal activities that have similarly adopted bitcoins as their payments. 22
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1 INTRODUCTION30

Ransomware is a type of malware that prevents victims from accessing their valuable data by31
encrypting files or locking devices and then demands a ransom payment. Before the emergence of32
Bitcoin [36], victims were required to pay ransom by a collection of online cash-equivalent payment33
instruments, such as Paysafecard and MoneyPak. For the ransomware criminals, these payment34
instruments have two major drawbacks: 1) their limited geographic availability narrows the scope35
of victims; 2) they are operated by companies that are subject to the local law, which might compel36
them to track the ransom recipients. To overcome these problems, many criminals require victims37
to pay ransom through bitcoins, after Bitcoin and the concept of cryptocurrency started gaining38
popularity in 2011. Bitcoin provides a decentralized and anonymous payment scheme, which is39
convenient for ransomware criminals to collect ransom from worldwide without exposing their40
true identities. Due to a large amount of ransom and a wide range of victims, ransomware activities41
have now become a severe threat to public safety, law enforcement, etc. The Biden administration42
even launched a ransomware task force and offered up to $10 million reward for the information43
on cyberattacks [11].44

To deeply understand ransomware activities, previous studies [12, 21, 32, 40, 47] utilize publicly45
available Bitcoin transaction records to analyze ransom payment transactions and track ransom46
transfers. Paquet-Clouston et al. [40] empirically analyze ransom payment transactions related47
to 35 ransomware families from 2013 to mid-2017 and find that the amount of ransom payments48
has a minimum value worth of 12,768,536 USD (22,967.54 bitcoins). Huang et al. [21] track the49
financial transactions and find that ransomware criminals usually cashed out through BTC-e,50
a now-defunct Bitcoin exchange. While the previous studies provide many insights about the51
behaviors of ransomware criminals, victims’ reactions in Bitcoin that can well reflect the impact of52
ransomware activities are largely neglected. Meanwhile, these studies track the ransom transfers53
only at the Bitcoin address level, making it difficult to uncover the patterns of ransom transfers54
from a macro perspective beyond Bitcoin addresses.55
In the past years, with the development of Bitcoin, various economic activities with similar56

purposes have gradually formed stable groups (we referred to them as industries according to their57
business purposes in this paper), e.g., Darknet andMiner. Similar to the topic community in the58
citation network [17], the Bitcoin industry consisting of activities with similar purposes can also be59
considered as a significant modular structure. Several studies have shown that identifying modular60
structures and analyzing their interactions can provide a better understanding of the development61
of various activities [14, 41, 48]. As evidenced by Chen et al. [8], some illegal activities and behaviors62
in Bitcoin have also been consolidated into some communities, i.e., Bitcoin industries in this paper.63
Thus, the evolution of industries can well reflect the development of ransomware activities, which64
provides a better way to analyze the patterns of ransom transfers and victims’ reactions in Bitcoin.65

In this work, we are motivated to quantify the amount of ransom and the number of victims in 6366
ransomware activities from 2012 to 2021 and analyze ransom transfers and victim migrations across67
various Bitcoin industries. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to explore ransomware68
activities from the industry perspective over such a long period. We design a fine-grained address69
clustering method to accurately cluster Bitcoin addresses controlled by the same Bitcoin user into70
users. We use user to denote a group of Bitcoin addresses generated through our address clustering71
method, while a natural user involved in Bitcoin is noted as Bitcoin user. Next, we design a method72
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to identify the major industry identifier of users that reflects their activity purposes. The details of 73
this approach are described as follows: We first cluster Bitcoin addresses into users and classify their 74
industry identifiers in the five well-known Bitcoin industries, i.e., Darknet, Exchange, Gambling, 75
Miner and Investment, by training a multi-label classification model with an average accuracy 76
of 92.00%. We observe that a non-negligible proportion (23.35%) of users have multiple industry 77
identifiers in a short period and note them as multi-identifier users. Furthermore, to understand 78
the primary purpose of multi-identifier users, we devise a major industry identification method 79
to determine the industry they are primarily engaged in within a given short period. Finally, we 80
propose an industry-based approach to analyze ransom transfers and victim migrations across 81
industries. To explore how criminals transfer ransom and cash it into the real world, we design a 82
money tracking model to capture the trajectories of ransom transferred across industries. As for 83
victims, we construct a user movement model to track victims’ migrations across industries, which 84
helps us understand victims’ reactions and assess the stability of each industry when influenced by 85
ransomware activities. 86

Empirical results. Utilizing the improved address clustering method, we find hidden addresses 87
controlled by ransomware criminals and quantify the amount of ransom and the number of victims 88
in 63 ransomware activities from 2012 to 2021. According to the above statistics, we take seven 89
typical ransomware activities as case studies to perform our industry-based analysis. Our empirical 90
results can be summarized as follows. (1) We track over $176 million in ransom payments made by 91
41,424 victims. (2) We discover that in order to obscure the purposes of their transfer trajectories 92
when laundering money, ransomware criminals prefer to move ransom to multiple industries as 93
participants in a short time period, especially through the Exchange industry rather than relying 94
on the services offered by Bitcoin mixers. (3) We find that the Investment industry attracts Bitcoin 95
users to engage in its activities continuously. Although some participants may leave the industry 96
temporally, they are more likely to return to it after a period of time. This result indicates that the 97
Investment industry is highly resilient against ransomware activities. (4) A few victims subsequently 98
join in the Darknet industry after paying ransom. For instance, 8.82% of WannaCry victims carry 99
out transactions with darknet vendors. This finding shows that ransomware criminals could further 100
induce the victims to engage in other illegal activities. 101

We believe that our results can benefit several stakeholders. For researchers, we provide a general 102
industry-based approach for analyzing illegal activities and recommend them to view Bitcoin as 103
an economic society rather than an online social network. For authorities, our empirical results 104
would help them achieve deep insights into the ransomware activities and adopt suitable regulation 105
policies to reduce their negative impact. For instance, we can suggest authorities guide victims to 106
participate in normal economic activities instead of entering the Darknet industry. 107

Organization. We introduce some background knowledge in Section 2 and discuss our data 108
collection in Section 3. An overview of our approach is presented in Section 4. Next, we develop the 109
method for clustering Bitcoin addresses in Section 5 and the method for identifying users’ industry 110
identifiers in Section 6. Based on these results, we perform a large-scale analysis of ransomware 111
activities in Section 7. We interpret our findings and the shortcomings of our approach in Section 8. 112
We discuss related work in Section 9 and conclude the paper in Section 10. 113

2 BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE 114

2.1 Anonymity of Bitcoin 115

As claimed in its white paper [36], Bitcoin provides an anonymous and trusted payment mechanism 116
for Bitcoin users to complete transactions in an open computing environment. The mechanism 117
offers Bitcoin users two major advantages. First, all transaction data can be confirmed by any 118
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Bitcoin user with integrity. The mechanism allows Bitcoin users to access all historical transaction119
data and apply a binary hash tree storage structure to locate the target transaction. Second, every120
Bitcoin user who wants to protect his/her privacy can anonymize transactions using a new Bitcoin121
address (i.e., one-time address) for each newly launched transaction. These one-time addresses can122
break the association among addresses held by the same Bitcoin user, thereby protecting Bitcoin123
users’ private information.124

Based on different purposes and forms, transactions can be described as several patterns. These125
transaction patterns often imply potential address associations, helping us identify Bitcoin users126
behind the anonymous addresses.127

Bitcoin transaction patterns. In a typical transaction pattern, a sender sends the balances of128
his multiple Bitcoin addresses to the recipients and pays additional bitcoins to the miner as a129
transaction verification reward (i.e., miner fee). Similar to the change mechanism in the banknote130
payment method, when the number of bitcoins sent by the sender exceeds the sum of the recipients’131
expectation and the miner fee, the remaining bitcoins in the transaction are called changes and132
will be sent back to the sender. The address pre-defined by the sender to receive changes is called133
change address. In addition to this typical pattern, the following four particular transaction patterns134
are also considered in our work.135

• Coinbase transaction: Apart from receiving the miner fee from senders, Bitcoin launches such136
transactions to reward miners who submit new blocks. The coinbase transaction is the first trans-137
action in each block, which contains only the recipients but not the senders. All these recipients138
are miners.139

• Mixing transaction: Under the services of Bitcoin mixers, money transfers between multiple140
Bitcoin users and their corresponding recipients are packaged into one single transaction. In other141
words, one mixing transaction completes several remittances at one time. This transaction pattern142
generated by the Bitcoin mixers, such as Bitcoin Fog, typically invalidates the rules in practical143
de-anonymization mechanisms, thus can be leveraged to protect the identity of bitcoin senders.144

• Peeling chain transaction: These transactions consist of a single input address as the sender and145
two output addresses as recipients. Usually, a sender peels off a small number of bitcoins to one146
recipient and sends the remaining bitcoins to the other recipient. Then, the latter recipient will147
conduct a new transaction to continue the peeling off behavior. This process can be repeated148
hundreds or even thousands of times until all the bitcoins have been spent or transferred.149

• Locktime transaction: Bitcoin supports senders to specify the effective time of a transaction150
through an optional field Locktime. There are two options for the field Locktime: 1) at a specific151
block height, and 2) at a specific timestamp. Generally, a single Bitcoin user has his/her preference152
to set the effective time of transactions. We call transactions following this pattern as locktime153
transactions.154

Association of Bitcoin addresses. In practice, many Bitcoin users often reuse their Bitcoin155
addresses in multiple transactions for convenience. This ‘reuse’ potentially exposes the association156
of their addresses. For example, only the sender with his/her private key can unlock the balance in157
the address, thus normally all input addresses for a transaction should belong to the same sender.158
Once the sender reuses one of these input addresses in other transactions, the reused address159
will become a key to associate other Bitcoin addresses in his/her transactions. In addition, the160
literature [25] states that Bitcoin users have transaction preferences when participating in different161
activities. Therefore, personal behaviors in transactions, particularly the usage of change addresses,162
may become an important entry point for the practical detection of associated Bitcoin addresses.163
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Based on the above observations, we consider the effect of these special transaction patterns 164
when performing Bitcoin address clustering in Section 5. In particular, we aim to improve the 165
detection of associated addresses in two transaction patterns: peeling chain and locktime, which are 166
often overlooked in previous studies. 167

2.2 Industries in Bitcoin 168

Many activities in Bitcoin use transactions as the carrier together with bitcoins as the settlement 169
currency. Both the number and the value of transactions in these activities increase and gradually 170
evolve to an industry level [33]. For example, the report [43] states that from December 2014 to 171
April 2017, Bitcoin gambling games have received 3.7 million bitcoins as bets, and their popularity 172
continues to grow. In this paper, we introduce the concept of industry in Bitcoin: An industry 173
consists of the activities that provide goods or services for similar purposes and the group of Bitcoin 174
users involved in these activities. Based on this definition, we present five industries in Bitcoin: 175
(1) Darknet, where smuggling or illegal service transactions are traded through bitcoins (e.g., 176
SilkRoad); (2) Exchange, where Bitcoin users complete exchange services between fiat currencies 177
and cryptocurrencies (e.g., Mt.Gox); (3) Gambling, where bitcoins are used as bets in various 178
gambling games (e.g., SatoshiDice); (4)Miner, where multiple miners or mining groups generate 179
new blocks and distribute their rewards through coinbase transactions (e.g., F2Pool); (5) Investment, 180
where offering the services of bitcoin returns and management, including bitcoin lending (e.g., 181
Nexo), bitcoin faucet (e.g., Cointiply) and wallet management (e.g., Trezor). 182
The concept of the Bitcoin industry can be analogous to the industry in macroeconomics [39]. 183

The evolution of the Bitcoin industry can well reflect the development of Bitcoin and provides a 184
fundamental way to understand the large-scale Bitcoin economic society, which helps us deeply 185
understand ransomware activities from a macro perspective. 186
According to the activity patterns and purposes of Bitcoin users in the industries, we can 187

further describe the industry members with two roles: organizer and participant. As an organizer, 188
a Bitcoin user provides goods or services for participants. For example, organizers such as drug 189
traffickers have served participants within their respective industries for a long time. Within these 190
industries, we note the specific industry identifiers of organizers as darknet vendors, exchange sites, 191
gambling bankers, miner pool members, and investment merchants, respectively. Correspondingly, 192
we note their participants as darknet customers, exchange buyers, gamblers, individual miners and 193
individual investors. Since Bitcoin users are able to involve in different activities, they may play 194
several different roles in multiple industries. 195

2.3 Ransomware 196

Ransomware is a type of malware that infects victims’ data or resources and demands ransom to 197
release them. It mainly uses two ways to block victims from accessing their data. The most common 198
one is encrypting files that does not destroy other functions of the device. The other is locking the 199
computer or other devices, which restricts all operations but does not directly encrypt the data 200
stored on the device. 201
Ransomware has become more and more rampant since Bitcoin came into use in 2009. Bitcoin 202

provides a decentralized and anonymous payment scheme, which encourages ransomware crimi- 203
nals to carry out extensive attacks and get paid safely without worrying about being caught or 204
tracked [33]. As an example, the worldwide ransomwareWannaCry hacked over 300,000 computers 205
across 150 countries by encrypting files and asking for money to ransom them in 2017 [30], and 206
victims were required to pay $300 - $600 in Bitcoin to three hardcoded Bitcoin addresses. 207

From ransomware spreading to the ransom withdrawal, we conclude that a successful ran- 208
somware activity needs to go through five stages: (1) ransomware spread where ransomware 209
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Table 1. A data sample in the Transactions dataset.

Field Content

TxHash 1d119180ae631c2a491ca273b9a95e7fa498d3e5ea884e1f0fceba07b171e8de

Input

Address 17AumjzL4hTzmeXb3ifKP3u7jwom3AF7nf

Amount 1.0 bitcoins

Prev_Tx 41c06303b88651e80ccd3c834646d544b3c365ea8b319e0cf56f4a076f1edc0e

Output

Address 1Cf4s57ErgQJAibuE3tzcWUPJaBpKb2GAc

Amount 0.9999 bitcoins

Spent_Tx 4d76ce6878c5af2c01f3011b1c4eff5e9c35e5df8d7cad920d873706f47654dd

Miner Fee 0.0001 bitcoins

Timestamp 1455774860 (i.e., 2016-02-18 13:54:20)

Locktime 398948

criminals implant malware into victims’ devices through system vulnerabilities; (2) data encryption210
or device locking, as a result ransomware prevents victims from accessing their data by encrypting211
data or locking their devices; (3) ransom payments, i.e., some victims pay ransom to criminals in212
order to regain access to their precious data; (4) ransom transfer where criminals usually cover213
their tracks by transferring ransom money; and (5) withdrawal – eventually, the criminals perform214
a withdrawal operation through the exchange to convert the ransom money into legal tender. We215
focus on the behaviors of ransomware criminals and victims in Bitcoin; that is, we concentrate on216
the last three stages.217

3 DATASETS218

We describe three datasets used in our analysis: Transactions, Entity Identities and Ransomware219
Activities. The first dataset records Bitcoin transaction data, and the other two datasets contain220
publicly available labels of Bitcoin addresses fromwebsites and previous studies: the Entity Identities221
dataset stores well-known entities, which helps us map anonymous Bitcoin users to their real-world222
identities; the Ransomware Activities dataset records known ransomware activities, which serves as223
an entry point to study the threat of ransomware activities to Bitcoin. Below we detail the collection224
methodology of each dataset.225

(1) Transactions dataset. We download all raw Bitcoin transaction data from 01/03/2009 to 04/30/2021226
and parse the data into address-based transactions. Table 1 shows a sample of parsed transactions.227
In total, we obtain 815,343,064 unique Bitcoin addresses and 633,648,723 transactions.228

(2) Entity Identities dataset. We collect and preprocess Bitcoin addresses of known entities from229
WalletExplorer [23] and Ethonym [46] where the former is widely used as ground truth in several230
studies [15, 40]. Each address set of a known entity presents the association among its addresses,231
which helps us evaluate the performance of the address clustering method in Section 5.232
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Table 2. Extraction rules for participants in different industries.

Industry Participant
Darknet Sender

Exchange Sender and Recipient

Gambling Sender

Miner Recipient in coinbase transactions

Investment
lending Sender and Recipient

faucet Recipient

As a preparation step, we first clean Bitcoin addresses in this dataset. We exclude addresses 233
that are duplicated, fail in validation checks, or have never been involved in any transactions. We 234
then investigate the types of goods or services provided by these entities to classify these Bitcoin 235
addresses into five industries precisely. Furthermore, to improve the quality of industry identifier 236
classification, we categorize these addresses into organizers and participants of industries. Based 237
on the service declarations of these entities, we classify their Bitcoin addresses as organizers except 238
for the addresses of wallet management services. To facilitate the management of multiple Bitcoin 239
addresses, the service of wallet management assigns each user a primary Bitcoin address as the 240
public account to receive bitcoins from other users. In other words, the primary Bitcoin address 241
represents the participant who utilizes the wallet management service. 242

After that, we summarize the extraction rules in Table 2 to identify participants from organizer- 243
related transactions or coinbase transactions to identify participants to enrich the dataset. Due to 244
the different types of services offered in the Service industry, whose service requirements vary in 245
terms of transactions, we further divide the rule of this industry into two situations. The first one 246
is the lending service. Bitcoin users can use the service to borrow bitcoins or as a beneficiary to 247
temporarily lend out their own bitcoins to earn interest. Both of these behaviors mean that either 248
the sender or the recipient of such transactions can be considered as the participants in the service. 249
The second situation is the faucet service. After Bitcoin users accumulating enough advertisement 250
clicks or video viewings on the faucet platform, the platform would pay them a certain number of 251
bitcoins as rewards. Thus the recipients who receive the bitcoins in the transactions are regarded 252
as participants of the service. 253
As a result, the dataset covers 382 known entities with 21,057,772 unique Bitcoin addresses as 254

organizers together with 130,145,529 unique Bitcoin addresses as participants, accounting for 2.77% 255
and 17.14% of the total number of Bitcoin addresses, respectively. These labels of industry organizer 256
and industry participant are used for training an industry identifiers classifier in Section 6. Table 3 257
details the numbers of organizers and participants in every industry. 258

(3) Ransomware Activities dataset. This dataset records Bitcoin addresses and transactions involved 259
in ransomware activities. We download ransomware activity data published in previous studies [2, 260
5, 12, 32, 40]. To enrich the dataset, we further collect and verify ransomware addresses and 261
transactions posted on the forum BitcoinTalk SCAM Accusations board [37] and BitcoinAbuse 262
website [44] that is a public database of Bitcoin addresses used by ransomware criminals. Similar 263
to the data cleaning process in the Entity Identities dataset, we filter out invalid data. In total, this 264
dataset contains 63 ransomware families with 22,717 Bitcoin addresses (called ransomware seed 265
addresses), which serve as an entry point to study the impact of ransomware activities in Bitcoin. 266
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Table 3. Number of organizers and participants in five Bitcoin industries.

Industry # of Organizers # of Participants
Darknet 2,332,854 5,657,783
Exchange 9,967,932 87,932,289
Gambling 3,098,500 14,451,596
Miner 38,664 683,704

Investment 5,619,822 21,420,157

More specifically, 15 ransomware families with 20,849 addresses were extracted entirely from267
previous studies. We collected another 13 ransomware families with 1,048 addresses from previous268
studies and enriched 766 addresses by crawlers. The other ransomware families with 54 addresses269
in the dataset were collected from websites – on BitcoinTalk, we crawled the texts related to the270
ransomware families from 2012 to 2020; and on BitcoinAbuse similarly we crawled text from 2017271
to 2020.272

4 AN OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH273

This section introduces our industry-level approach for conducting an in-depth empirical analysis274
of ransomware activities in Bitcoin. The analysis consists of three steps: address clustering, industry275
identifier classification, and ransomware activity analysis.276
Address clustering. Protected by the anonymous payment mechanism, it is hard to figure out the277
real intention of a Bitcoin user if we analyze his/her transactions solely based on the independent278
Bitcoin addresses. Thus, before capturing the industry identifiers of Bitcoin users, we develop a279
novel Bitcoin address clustering method to mine more associated addresses into users in Section 5.280
If several addresses belong to the same Bitcoin user, they should be clustered into one group.281
Through the association among addresses, we transform address-based transactions into user-based282
transactions.283
Industry identifier classification.Based on the user-based transactions, we then classify dynamic284
industry identifiers through users’ activity patterns in Section 6. Since Bitcoin users can conduct285
activities in various industries during different periods, we train a multi-label classification model286
to classify their industry identifiers of different periods based on several temporal networks. As a287
result, some users may have multiple industry identifiers from the classification model. Next, we288
devise a method to determine the major industry of multi-identifier users. With this step, we are289
able to reproduce major activity trajectories of users across multiple industries.290
Ransomware activity analysis. Based on detected industry information of users and collected291
ransomware activity data, we first quantify the amount of ransom and the number of victims. Then,292
we propose a money tracking model and a user movement model to explore how the criminals293
transfer ransom across Bitcoin industries and how the victims in different industries react to the294
ransomware activities in Section 7.295

5 BITCOIN ADDRESS CLUSTERING296

The existing address clustering methods mine associated addresses by analyzing the payment be-297
haviors in transactions, e.g., how to pay bitcoins and receive changes. One direct idea, as mentioned298
in the studies [25, 33, 47], assumes that all input addresses used for one specific bitcoin payment299
transaction should belong to one Bitcoin user. We note this idea as MI (Multiple Input). Due to the300
over-clustering problem caused by mixing transactions, many researchers put forward another301
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idea [45] that excluding misleading mixing transactions before applying MI . We call the improved 302
idea as MX , where X denotes mixing transactions. Meanwhile, some researchers analyze payment 303
behaviors and extract transaction preferences to help uncover potential associations from change 304
addresses. 305

In addition to the clustering results of input addresses, researchers have also focused on individual 306
transaction behavior, including how to receive changes and pay bitcoins. Such behavior well reflects 307
the potential relationship between Bitcoin addresses. Therefore, they have empirically proposed 308
the following heuristic rules to identify change addresses or associated Bitcoin addresses: 309

1) New address rule (NA) [3, 33, 47]: In a two-output transaction, if one of the output addresses 310
is a new Bitcoin address, then the new address is regarded as the change address of the inputs. 311

2) Decimal point rule (DP) [3, 25]: When a transaction has at least two outputs, if the receiving 312
amount of one output address is three decimal points more than that of other addresses, 313
the output address is considered as the change address of the inputs. This is based on the 314
assumption that Bitcoin users are unlikely to send amounts to other users in cognitively- 315
difficult amounts with a high number of decimal digits. 316

3) Special transaction rule (SP) [25]: The addresses in two consecutive transactions with the 317
same transaction pattern belong to one user, such as the peeling chain transaction pattern. 318

However, applying these relatively coarse-grained constraints indiscriminately to different 319
transactions patterns may mistakenly associate unrelated addresses to the same user (see Table 4 320
for an evaluation of these methods). 321
Observation of transactions in special patterns.Motivated to mitigate the above defects, we 322
observe and summarize the features of two special transaction patterns, i.e., peeling chain and 323
locktime, to help improve the performance of address clustering. (1) The peeling chain pattern is 324
common in transactions, with about 43.11% of transactions matching this pattern. Moreover, 83.82% 325
of its output addresses are the one-time addresses merely used for peeling off bitcoins within two 326
consecutive peeling chain transactions. Namely, these addresses have only appeared in the peeling 327
chain pattern. We argue that the combination of new addresses and the number of their receiving 328
bitcoins can help to mine addresses association in peeling chain transactions. (2) With respect to 329
locktime pattern transactions, we notice that a Bitcoin user is very likely to launch their locktime 330
transactions in the same effective way. Furthermore, in 89.19% of these locktime transactions, all 331
output bitcoins have been spent for subsequent payment purposes. Since the Bitcoin users entirely 332
determine the effective time and the output status of such transactions, we consider these behaviors 333
can help describe their personal preferences. 334
These identified features serve as entry points for detecting address association in these two 335

special transaction patterns. We design a series of experiments to develop an accurate address 336
clusteringmethod and compare its performance with the existingmethods. The evaluation processes 337
are detailed later. 338
Our method. Our address clustering method consists of three parts. First, we apply 𝑀𝑋 as the 339
basis and eliminate the interference in two types of mixing transactions1: CoinJoinMess [22] and 340
JoinMarket [25]. To improve the performance of address clustering, we propose the following two 341
additional heuristic rules. 342
Heuristic rule 1. Determining change addresses owned by the sender in peeling chain transactions. 343
For one peeling chain transaction, we consider an output address with the following features as a 344
change address of the sender: (1) the number of bitcoins received by the address is larger than that 345
1Excluding mixing transactions is only applied to the𝑀𝑋 method, instead of directly excluding all the addresses involved
in mixing transactions from the clustering results. These addresses may be associated with other users through normal
transactions or be recorded as isolated users.
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Fig. 1. User distribution follows Zipf’s law.

of the other output address; (2) the number of bitcoins received by the address has three decimal346
points more than that of the other output address; (3) the address is a new Bitcoin address.347
Heuristic rule 2. Determining associated Bitcoin addresses in locktime transactions. The input348
addresses of two consecutive transactions will belong to the same user if each transaction has the349
following features: (1) all the outputs of the transaction have been spent; (2) these two transactions350
specify the effective time exactly in the same way, i.e., a specific block number or a specific351
timestamp.352
Analysis of clustering results. Since updating transaction data can dynamically modify the353
results of address clustering, we apply our address clustering method to the transaction data as of354
04/30/2021, which is the focus of our empirical analysis in this paper. As a result, we group Bitcoin355
addresses into 389,240,195 users. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of addresses owned by per user.356
We notice that about 82.12% of users have one single address (called isolated users), and 16.28% of357
users have 2-10 Bitcoin addresses. Especially, 0.04% of users have more than 100 Bitcoin addresses.358
Due to the anonymous payment mechanism, it is expected to generate such a large number of359
isolated users through our address clustering method. By excluding outliers (i.e., we group users360
by the number of addresses they hold and filter out the group with less than three users), we361
plot the distribution of users and apply it with linear regression. We calculate the coefficient of362
determination 𝑅2 as 0.95, which indicates the regression line with a high correlation with the363
distribution points. Based on these analyses, the user-address distribution in Bitcoin largely follows364
Zipf’s law.2 In addition, as we mentioned in Section 2, only a specific Bitcoin user with private365
keys can consume the balances in his Bitcoin addresses. Therefore, we use these users to represent366
Bitcoin users in our analysis.367
Method evaluation.We evaluate our method by answering the research question: can our address368
clustering method uncover more potential associated addresses than baseline methods? In order to369
assess the performance of our clustering method, we select three existing methods [3, 25, 47] as370
baseline methods for comparison. We use the association of addresses group held by 382 entities of371
the Entity Identities dataset to evaluate the quality of our address clustering method.372
We measure clustering results from two aspects. First, we evaluate the number of identified373

entities, including the number of entities successfully identified (indicator 𝑁 ) and the number of374
2Zipf’s law is an empirical law that reveals the inversely proportional relationship between the rank of the word and its
frequency in natural language utterances.
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Table 4. Evaluation of address clustering methods.

Method N E P R WP WR
MI + NA 336 154 0.15 0.02 0.07 0.03

MX + NA + DP 339 96 0.43 0.09 0.18 0.13
MX + SP 355 37 0.80 0.60 0.28 0.20

Our method 366 17 0.94 0.96 0.31 0.31

entities incorrectly clustered into the same user (indicator 𝐸). Second, we assess the quality of 375
addresses contained by each identified user through four indicators: Precise (𝑃 ), (𝑅),Weighted Precise 376
(WP) andWeighted Recall (WR). The first two indicators are commonly used in the literature [7], 377
while the last two indicators are newly introduced in our study. When some users are evaluated 378
with the same value of precision or recall, a user with a larger number of addresses typically 379
contains more information. That is, the user with a larger number of addresses can better describe 380
its mapped Bitcoin user. Inspired by this, we consider the number of addresses per user as a weight 381
to propose the latter two indicators. 382

𝑃 =

∑𝑚
𝑖=1 |𝑂𝑖 |∑𝑚
𝑖=1 |𝑆𝑖 |

, (1)

𝑅 =

∑𝑚
𝑖=1 |𝑂𝑖 |∑𝑚
𝑖=1 |𝐸𝑖 |

(2)

WP =
1
𝑚

𝑚∑
𝑖=1

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝑤𝑖 𝑗

|𝑜𝑖 𝑗 |
|𝑆𝑖 |

, (3)

WR =
1
𝑚

𝑚∑
𝑖=1

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝑤𝑖 𝑗

|𝑜𝑖 𝑗 |
|𝐸𝑖 |

(4)
383

where 𝑂𝑖 =

𝑚⋃
𝑗=1

𝑜𝑖 𝑗 , 𝑜𝑖 𝑗 = 𝐸𝑖 ∩ 𝑐𝑖 𝑗 , 𝑆𝑖 =

𝑛⋃
𝑗=1

𝑐𝑖 𝑗 , 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 =
|𝑐𝑖 𝑗 |
|𝑆𝑖 |

.

Equation 1 - Equation 4 introduce these four unified indicators, where𝑚 denotes the total number 384
of entity and 𝐸𝑖 denotes 𝑖th entity. Each 𝐸𝑖 has 𝑛 clusters and 𝑐𝑖 𝑗 is its 𝑗th cluster. Based on these, 385
we record the total clusters of 𝐸𝑖 as 𝑂𝑖 , the overlap between 𝐸𝑖 and 𝑐𝑖 𝑗 as 𝑜𝑖 𝑗 , and the total overlap 386
between them are calculated as 𝑂𝑖 . 387
After filtering out isolated users, we assess the quality of the remaining users through the 388

evaluation dataset. The results with two decimal places are summarized in Table 4. Note that the 389
evaluation dataset also contains some transaction data of 2021 when compared to the dataset 390
used in our previous work [20]. From Table 4, we can see that the new transaction data of 2021 391
has little impact on the clustering results, as the measurement results are almost the same as 392
reported in [20]. In Table 4, we observe that our method can cluster more (95.81% of the total) 393
known entities while having fewer over-clustered entities with an average reduction of 20.59%. 394
The result confirms that applying a static method to mine different types of change addresses is 395
somehow unpractical. Those three existing methods are more likely to mistakenly group unrelated 396
addresses that actually belong to different entities into a single user. Instead, our method improves 397
the performance of address clustering based on two special transaction patterns: peeling chain and 398
locktime. In addition, the value of indicators 𝑃 and 𝑅 of our method exceed 90.00%, demonstrating 399
better performance than other baseline methods. Compared with the best value of each indicator 400
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evaluated in the baseline methods, the indicators 𝑃 , 𝑅, WP and WR have increased by 17.50%,401
60.00%, 10.71% and 55.00%, respectively. To further verify the effectiveness of our address clustering402
method, we conduct three additional experiments. We extract data of three time periods from the403
Transactions dataset, i.e., 01/03/2009-01/01/2017, 01/03/2009-01/01/2018 and 01/03/2009-01/01/2019.404
According to the appearance time of Bitcoin addresses, we generate the corresponding validation405
dataset for each additional experiment from the entire evaluation dataset. The results remain similar406
to what presented in Table 4.407

Discussion.With our address clustering method, we can capture sophisticated associations among408
Bitcoin addresses and cluster them into users with higher accuracy and lower over-clustering. It409
greatly enlarges the address size of known entities in our Entity Identities dataset. From this, the410
industry identifiers of entities in the Entity Identities dataset are mapped from the addresses to the411
corresponding users, including industry organizers or industry participants. These users are the412
basic units for industry identifier classification in the next section, which can effectively capture413
the rationality and interpretability of user industry information. And we use the clustering results414
to enrich our Ransomware Activities dataset in Section 7.1 to better portray ransomware activities.415

6 INDUSTRY IDENTIFIER CLASSIFICATION416

In order to discover the activity purpose of users, we classify industry identifiers of users based417
on their activity patterns. Active Bitcoin users can change their current activity and participate in418
another industry, or even perform multiple activities across various industries at the same time.419
Moreover, most Bitcoin users prefer to focus on one activity in a short period. In other words,420
Bitcoin users possess dynamic industry identifiers, and their major activity patterns are usually421
stable within a certain time period.422
Motivated by these observations, we design a multi-label classification model to identify users’423

industry identifiers within a certain period (e.g., one week). Specifically, we construct a directed424
graph User-Transaction to describe the interactions between users, where each node represents425
a user and each directed edge represents the relationship of the transaction from the sender to426
the recipient. We record the timestamp and the number of bitcoins received by the recipient as427
annotations for each edge. Based on the graph, we extract the trading behaviors of users as activity428
patterns to train the model in Section 6.1. In order to improve the accuracy of industry classification,429
we use the labels of industry organizers and participants from the Entity Identities dataset to430
refine classification labels during the training of the multi-label model. After that, we focus on431
multi-identifier users and propose a quantitative method to determine their major industry in432
Section 6.2.433

6.1 Multiple Industry Identifier Classification434

Training data. As is well known, some special events usually bring significant impacts on the435
development of Bitcoin industries. For example, the closure of a famous exchange site Mt.Gox436
severely impacts the volume of transactions in Bitcoin, especially the Exchange industry [10]. Such437
events may lead to an imbalance in the volume of training data for a particular industry. In order to438
improve the robustness of our model, for each industry, we select one milestone event from Google439
Trends [18] and construct the User-Transaction graph as a temporal network to extract user activity440
patterns based on the transactions before and after each event.441
Table 5 lists the detail of each temporal network. We select the starting point of each temporal442

network from three aspects: 1) the number of Bitcoin addresses, 2) the volume of transactions,443
and 3) the value of transactions. The index 1 and index 2 in the time window name represent the444
temporal network before and after the event. For example, SatoshiDice1 denotes the temporal445
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Table 5. Temporal networks with five milestone events.

Event Temporal Window Name
Game SatoshiDice

released.
04/01/2012-04/07/2012 SatoshiDice1
05/22/2012-05/28/2012 SatoshiDice2

Service Liberty Reserve
unsealed.

04/04/2013-04/10/2013 Liverty1
05/28/2013-06/03/2013 Liverty2

Market SilkRoad
shut down.

09/18/2013-09/24/2013 SilkRoad1
10/04/2013-10/10/2013 SilkRoad2

Exchange Mt.Gox
disappeared.

01/02/2014-01/08/2014 MtGox1
02/12/2014-02/18/2014 MtGox2

Miner pool BTC Guild
announced the closure.

03/02/2015-03/08/2015 Guild1
03/24/2015-03/30/2015 Guild2

Table 6. Comparison of graph embedding algorithms in multi-label classification.

Algorithm Macro-F1 Micro-F1
10% 20% 30% 10% 20% 30%

DeepWalk 0.62 0.72 0.76 0.90 0.91 0.92
GraphSAGE 0.70 0.75 0.77 0.90 0.91 0.93

LINE 0.33 0.35 0.35 0.81 0.81 0.81
Matrix Factorization 0.30 0.33 0.42 0.80 0.80 0.82

Node2Vec 0.47 0.52 0.62 0.84 0.87 0.88
SDNE 0.46 0.54 0.54 0.79 0.81 0.81

network before the release of SatoshiDice game, and SatoshiDice2 denotes the temporal network 446
after the release of SatoshiDice game. The time span of the temporal network is a configurable 447
parameter, and we set the parameter as seven days in our study. 448

Feature extraction. In each temporal network, the proportion of known industry identifier labels 449
is rather limited (accounting for 10%-30% of the total users). In order to extract training features at 450
such a known-label proportion, we test the performance of six representative graph embedding 451
algorithms as discussed in [6], i.e, GraphSAGE, DeepWalk, Node2Vec, LINE,Matrix Factorization, and 452
SDNE.3 We apply a common one-vs-rest algorithm logistic regression to evaluate the performance 453
of these graph embedding algorithms, randomly sampling 10%, 20% and 30% of the users with 454
known industry identifier labels as the training data and the rest of labeled users as the testing 455
data. To eliminate the contingency of results, we repeat this process ten times and calculate the 456
average of Macro-F1 and Micro-F1. The evaluation results are presented in Table 6. 457

We observe that the performance of GraphSAGE [19] is better than other algorithms and remains 458
relatively stable in different sample proportions. Therefore, we useGraphSAGE to extract the features 459
of users in each temporal network. We set its learning rate as 0.00001, and use graphsage_mean as 460
the aggregator. For the other parameters of GraphSAGE, we use their default values. 461

3We are not restricting ourselves to these algorithms, and in the future we plan to apply state-of-the-art methods for graph
representation learning.
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Table 7. Model evaluation for each temporal network.

Temporal Network Accuracy Macro-F1 Micro-F1
SatoshiDice1 0.92 0.88 0.94
SatoshiDice2 0.96 0.89 0.97
Liberty1 0.92 0.90 0.94
Liberty2 0.91 0.88 0.94
SilkRoad1 0.89 0.87 0.93
SilkRoad2 0.90 0.89 0.93
MtGox1 0.92 0.85 0.94
MtGox2 0.94 0.87 0.95
Guild1 0.93 0.87 0.94
Guild2 0.91 0.88 0.94

Model training. Applying the Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) [4], we build a supervised multi-label462
classification model. We filter out the users who have participated in the transactions less than463
three times to ensure that the features of the remaining users are valuable to be trained. After464
that, we split the filtered data into 67% for training and 33% for testing and then adopt 3-fold465
cross-validation to obtain the best parameters for the model.466

Model evaluation. We evaluate our model from three metrics: Accuracy, Macro-F1 and Micro-F1.467
Table 7 list the results. We observe that our model presents relatively high accuracy, with an average468
of 92.00%. We consider the accuracy of our industry identifier classification is sufficient to conduct469
an industry-based empirical analysis in Section 7.470
Consequently, our model classifies industry identifies for users and identifies 23.35% of them471

engage in multiple industries within a week. Such a non-negligible proportion of multi-identifier472
users motivates us to further identify the activity they are mostly involved in during the time473
period, i.e., to detect their major industry.474

6.2 Major Industry Detection475

To understand the primary activity purposes of users among these industries, we propose a quanti-476
tative method to determine their major industry identifier. Being an industry member, a user is477
active mainly inside the industry and rarely participates in other activities outside the industry.478
Therefore, if a user devotes more participation frequency and bitcoin traffic to a specific industry,479
we determine this industry as his/her major industry. Through the annotations of edges in the User-480
Transaction graph, we extract the participation frequency and the bitcoin traffic of intra-industry481
transactions as indicators to quantitatively determine the major industry. Based on the information482
entropy of indicators, we dynamically compute the weight of these indicators. Besides, we consider483
the probability of industry identifier predicted in Section 6.1 to help assign the major industry of484
multi-identifier users.485

Extracting indicator data. For a user with multiple industry identifiers, we extract his/her trans-486
actions involved in a single industry as internal transactions and calculate two indicators from487
the internal transactions: participation frequency (𝑓 ) and bitcoin traffic (𝑣). These two indicators488
describe how often users engage in the activities of their current industry and how many bit-489
coins are used in each activity. Specifically, the participation frequency (𝑓 ) denotes time frequency490
between the current transaction and the recent transaction conducted by the same user in the491
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current industry, i.e., the reciprocal of time span between two consecutive internal transactions 492
of the current industry. The bitcoin traffic (𝑣) is defined as the total number of bitcoins used by 493
the user in the current industry. Sometimes, the sender and recipient of a transaction are both 494
multi-identifier users, so it is difficult to determine whether the current transaction is an internal 495
transaction intuitively. Below, we present two heuristic rules to extract the indicators in this case. 496

Heuristic rule 3. When a multi-identifier user is a sender of a transaction, and at least one recipient 497
of the transaction has the same industry identifier of the user, we calculate the time frequency 498
between the current transaction and the recently conducted internal transaction by the user as 499
the participation frequency (𝑓 ) of the industry, and calculate the sum of bitcoins received by such 500
recipients as the bitcoin traffic (𝑣) of the industry. 501

Heuristic rule 4. When all recipients of a transaction hold at least one same industry identifier, and 502
these same industry identifiers are also held by the multi-identifier sender, we calculate the time 503
frequency between the current transaction and recently conducted internal transaction by the user 504
as the participation frequency (𝑓 ) of the industry, and calculate the sum of bitcoins received by the 505
multi-identifier user among all recipients as the bitcoin traffic (𝑣) of the industry. 506
With the above rules, we obtain sequence F and sequence V as the data sequences of these two 507

indicators, referred to as 𝐹 and 𝑉 . 508

Calculating weights. We apply the entropy weight method (EWM) to calculate the weights of 509
indicator 𝑓 and indicator 𝑣 . An indicator with higher entropy contains richer information and 510
should be given more weight for the major industry calculation. We normalize data sequences of 511
these two indicators, compute the entropy (𝑒𝐹 and 𝑒𝑉 ) and finally obtain the weight𝑤 defined by 512
Equation 5. 513

wj =
1 − ej∑

𝑗 ∈{F,V } (1 − ej)
(5)

Assigning major industry. We jointly assess the major industry of a user from his internal 514
transaction behaviors and the prediction probability of his/her industry identifiers (𝑝𝑖 ) in Equation 6. 515
The quantification of user’s internal transaction behavior is calculated from the average time 516
frequency (𝑚𝑖𝐹 ) and the total sum of bitcoin traffic (𝑚𝑖𝑉 ). After that, we rank each industry by its 517
score (𝑠𝑖 ) and determine the industry with the highest score as the major industry. 518

si = pi ∗
∑

𝑗 ∈{F,V }
mijwj (6)

As a result, we are able to identify 74.44% of users’ activity purpose and their major industry 519
within a given period. Therefore, we can reproduce the major activity trajectories of these users 520
across the industries and study illegal activities from an industry perspective in the next section. 521
In particular, the detection of major industry captures the representative behaviors of users with 522
multiple industry identifiers, which helps us monitor how the victims react when involved in illegal 523
activities. 524

7 RANSOMWARE ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 525

In this section, we analyze statistic trends and the impact of ransomware activities from the industry 526
perspective, based on the results from Section 5 and Section 6. Although our methods for address 527
clustering and industry identifier classification do not have a perfect performance, they still enable 528
us to get a better understanding and reveal deep insights on ransomware activities in Bitcoin. 529
First, we identify ransom payment transactions of 63 ransomware activities from 2012 to 2021. 530

Then, we quantify the amount of ransom and the number of victims in each ransomware activity. 531
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Based on the above statistics, we choose seven typical ransomware activities, CryptoLocker, Cryp-532
toWall, Locky, Cerber, CryptXXX, NoobCrypt and WannaCry, as typical examples to analyze the533
ransom transfer patterns and victim migrations from the industry perspective. These ransomware534
activities involve different ransom payment requirements, particularly the way of receiving ransom535
from victims to criminals. More specifically, the criminals of Locky generate a new address for536
every victim as a unique ransom address to collect ransom, while the criminals ofWannaCry ask537
multiple victims to pay bitcoins to the same ransom address.538

7.1 An Analysis of Ransom Payment Transactions539

As mentioned in Section 3, we collect 22,717 Bitcoin addresses of 63 ransomware families in our540
Ransomware Activities dataset and regard them as ransomware seed addresses. To find more Bitcoin541
addresses controlled by ransomware criminals, we unearth other Bitcoin addresses belonging to the542
same user as the ransomware seed address according to the address clustering results in Section 5.543
We find that the number of addresses of a few ransomware activities does not change significantly544
before and after the address clustering, such as CryptoLocker and Locky. A major reason is that545
a portion of addresses we collected for ransomware activities have been expanded by previous546
studies.547
After that, we find some ransomware addresses were involved in other activities before the548

ransomware activity, which leads to misinterpretations of ransomware activities. To guarantee the549
reliability of the dataset, we filter out unrelated addresses by determining the starting date of each550
ransomware activity. We have used the Google trends to gain the date when people start searching551
for specific ransomware and consider this date as the beginning of a ransomware activity, because552
victims impacted by ransomware are likely to search online to get some valuable help. Then, for553
ransomware not found in the Google trends, we filter out transactions far away from the active554
trading period. As a result, we gain a total of 24,536 ransomware addresses containing ransomware555
seed addresses in our Ransomware Activities dataset and the expanded Bitcoin addresses.556

Criminals often use multiple Bitcoin addresses to aggregate and transfer ransom, which causes557
double counting when calculating the amount of ransom. To address this problem, we divide558
ransomware addresses into two types based on the usage of ransomware addresses: i) charge559
address is used to receive ransom from victims. ii) aggregate address is used to aggregate ransom560
from multiple charge addresses for ransom transferring and laundering. In the actual analysis, we561
construct a transaction network with only ransomware addresses as nodes based on transaction562
records and then determine whether the address is a charge address or aggregate address according563
to the node’s in-degree. More especially, the address nodes with the in-degree larger than 1 are the564
aggregate addresses and the others are considered as charge addresses.565
Next, we extract victims from transactions that charge addresses participating in and precisely566

estimate the financial impact by the mutual validation of two types of Bitcoin addresses. First, we567
select transactions where the charge address is located in the output and consider input addresses568
of these transactions as victims. The amount of ransom gained by criminals can be calculated by569
summing bitcoins transferred from victims to charge addresses. Besides, we crawl the historical570
exchange price of Bitcoin and USD, and use the low price of the day to calculate the amount of571
ransom of each ransomware activity. Applying the above method, we find that there are 11 ransom572
activities with the amount of ransom less than $1 in our Ransomware Activities dataset. Fig. 2 shows573
the amount of ransom ($ and BTC) and the numbers of victims in the remaining 52 ransomware574
families. We find the largest number of victims pay the ransom in the ransomware activities Locky575
while Zeppelin receives the largest amount of ransom.576

According to the above analysis results, we choose seven ransomware activities with a high577
amount of ransom and a large number of victims to analyze victims’ reactions and ransom transfer578
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Fig. 2. The amount of ransom and number of victims in each ransomware activity.

patterns of criminals from the Industry perspective. These ransomware activities are CryptoLocker, 579
CryptoWall, Locky, Cerber, CryptXXX, NoobCrypt andWannaCry. Although Zeppelin receives the 580
largest amount of ransom, it targets healthcare systems and victims are no longer active in Bitcoin 581
after paying ransom. 582

7.2 Ransom Tracking among Industries 583

It is crucial to understand the ransom transfer behaviors of criminals when analyzing ransomware 584
activities in Bitcoin. We extract their relevant ransom payment transactions and estimate the 585
total ransom received by each ransomware activity. The amount of ransom varies considerably in 586
different ransomware activities. For example, the criminals of Locky receive ransom of 15351.44 587
bitcoins while WannaCry criminals totally obtain 55.80 bitcoins as ransom.4 588
We propose a money tracking model to track the transfer routes and destinations of ransom 589

extorted from victims. The literature [1] introduces three mainstream money tracking algorithms 590
in Bitcoin: Poison, Haircut and FIFO, which apply different strategies to identify money diffusion. 591
The first two algorithms do not find an efficient tracking target from all the received bitcoins 592
of a transaction and directly analyze all the transfer routes of these bitcoins. This may perform 593
additional tracking of the extraneous bitcoins transferred in the transaction, resulting in high time 594
and space complexity. Thus we develop our model based on FIFO using industry information to 595
locate transfer routes of ransom. 596

Our model. In our money tracking model, we regard a transaction launched by the criminals as a 597
source polluted transaction, and the bitcoins sent from the source polluted transaction as the source 598
polluted money. Starting from the source polluted transaction, our model locates the corresponding 599

4The report [28] confirms that despite the large-scale attack in ransomware WannaCry, only a small number of victims
have paid ransom to criminals.
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Fig. 3. Ransom transfer periods of six ransomware activities.

output positions through the 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑇𝑥 field recorded in the output. In each tracking step, we treat600
the polluted transaction 𝐴 as a current polluted transaction and then extract its next consecutive601
transactions into a set as next polluted transactions. For each transaction in the set (referred to as602
transaction 𝐵), we explore the polluted state between transaction𝐴 and transaction 𝐵. Based on the603
idea of FIFO, we calculate the interval (taint) and the value (value) of the polluted money that flows604
from transaction 𝐴 to transaction 𝐵. We then calculate the percentage of target polluted money605
(ratio) and identify the receiving industry of the polluted money (position). Thus we record the606
polluted state between transaction 𝐴 and transaction 𝐵: [transactionA, transactionB, taint, value,607
ratio, position]. When the current tracking step is completed, every transaction of the next polluted608
transaction set will be performed as the current transaction in the next tracking step.609
Applying this model, we track the transfer routes of polluted money which are transferred in610

a series of pollution transactions. To improve tracking efficiency, the tracking circulation from611
the source polluted transaction is limited to eight consecutive transactions, i.e., the length of the612
tracking step (a configurable parameter) is eight. In addition, we enforce several stop-tracking613
restrictions, such as the amount of polluted money being less than 0.0001 bitcoins, to filter out614
insignificant transfer branches. Our following analysis results reflect that the time span of tracking615
eight transactions has met the analysis needs. If we track more transactions, the result is not616
necessarily more accurate, because the ownership of the ransom may be transferred, and the time617
consumption will increase exponentially. If we track fewer transactions, it may be difficult for us to618
track the exact location of the ransom.619
By analyzing a large number of transactions, we obtain ransom transfer trajectories of ran-620

somware activities’ criminals and study their transfer preferences.621
Criminals’ ransom transfer preferences. Based on the ransom transfer trajectories, we sum-622
marize the transfer preferences of criminals in two aspects: when they prefer to transfer ransom623
and how they transfer ransom.624
Active transfer periods.We estimate the number of bitcoins transferred on a daily basis in seven625
ransomware activities and plot the distribution curve of bitcoin accumulation in Fig. 3. For example,626
we observe that the criminals of Locky actively transfer ransom from 02/19/2016 to 11/05/2016. The627
most frequently transfer ransom is carried out around 03/21/2016. The study [21] reports the active628
periods of ransom payments and concludes that the median holding time span for the ransom is 1.6629
days. We find that the duration difference between their ransom payment period and the ransom630
transfer peak obtained in our analysis actually matches this holding time span, which demonstrates631
the accuracy of our money tracking model. This finding makes us confident that the following632
industry-based analysis is effective. Besides, the period of time thatWannaCry actively transfer633
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Fig. 4. Distribution of ransom transfers across different industries in different ransomware activities.

ransom is relatively short, so we don’t illustrate ransom transfers and victim migrations in the 634
following presentation. 635

Transfer patterns. With the help of industry identifiers, we reproduce the criminals’ transfer trajec- 636
tories of seven ransomware activities and then summarize their transfer patterns during several 637
active transfer periods. 638

We find that in order to hide the purpose of ransom transfers and their true transfer destination, 639
criminals prefer to transfer ransom across industries rather than relying on Bitcoin mixers. More 640
specifically, CryptoLocker in 2013 uses the service of Bitcoin Fog to transfer the most bitcoins among 641
seven ransomware activities, with 65 bitcoins, but only accounting for 0.5% of the total ransom 642
it received. The subsequent ransomware activities use the Bitcoin mixers less and less. Criminals 643
of CryptoWall use the services of Bitcoin Fog to transfer 2.37 bitcoins in 2014. The criminals of 644
Locky use the service of HelixMixer and Bitcoin Fog to transfer only 0.33 bitcoins in 2016. The small 645
amount of ransom indicates that the criminals no longer use the Bitcoin mixers as their primary 646
way for money transfer. This is most likely due to the strict authentication requirements of these 647
Bitcoin mixers. 648
Fig. 4 presents the distribution of ransom transfers across different industries in different ran- 649

somware activities except WannaCry, covering several ransom transfer peaks in Fig. 3. As propor- 650
tions of ransom move to the Miner industry are at a small value, we combine the ransom from the 651
Darknet industry and theMiner industry in this figure. Through the amount of ransom flowing 652
to various industries, we regard the Exchange industry as the most active industry for ransom 653
transfers. Taking Locky as an example, in each period, the Exchange industry diverts over 2,000 654
bitcoins while the bitcoins flowing into the Miner industry and the Darknet industry is always less 655
than 35 bitcoins. 656
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Because Locky’s influence is very large, we select the period from 03/25/2016 to 04/01/2016 to657
analyze it in detail. In this period, 82.10% of ransom flows into the Exchange industry, 16.18% of658
ransom is received by the Investment industry. Such a large proportion of ransom transferred into659
the Exchange industry motivates us to further analyze the roles of its users involved in bitcoin660
remittances. We observe that most (92.43%) of the bitcoins move among Exchange participants (i.e.,661
exchange buyers mentioned in Section 2) while the transactions directly conducted with famous662
Exchange organizers (i.e., exchange sites mentioned in Section 2) such as Poloniex.com and Cex.io663
are less frequent. The transactions among Exchange participants appear to be normal currency664
exchange activities, obscuring the true intent that it is essentially a ransom transfer. After moving665
the ransom to another participant, over 36.50% of these participants are no longer involved in666
transactions and leave Bitcoin. In other words, more than one-third of these participants act as667
ransom transfer proxies. Ransomware criminals usually do not use charge addresses to directly668
withdraw in the cryptocurrency exchange, but they instead use these proxies to cover up their669
withdrawal operations. Combined with the ransom transfer analysis of other ransomware activities670
in Fig. 4, we thus conclude that the preferred transfer pattern for ransomware criminals is to671
spread ransom across different industries instead of relying on Bitcoin mixers. In particular, the672
distribution of most bitcoins are completed through normal currency exchange services among the673
participants in Exchange, thereby alleviating the attention of regulators to these unusual behaviors.674

Important transfer destinations. In addition to analyzing the transfer trajectories of ransom, we675
further pay attention to the engagement of some well-known entities in remittance destinations.676
We observe that BTC-e, Localbitcoins, Bitstamp, Satoshi Mines, SilkRoad2Market are the most active677
entities, where the first three are prevailing exchange sites, the fourth entity acts as a gambling678
banker and the fifth entity is a darknet vendor. For instance, CryptoWall transferred around 2,408.82679
bitcoins through BTC-e, and CryptoLocker transferred around 484.23 bitcoins through Bitstamp.680
The previous studies [21, 40] verify the engagement of these first two exchange sites and state that681
BTC-e is widely applied for money laundering.682
As Seunghyeon et al. [31] point out that the main activities of darknet are usually intended683

to provide illegal services, we infer that the ransom flowing into the Darknet industry are more684
likely used for other illegal behaviors. To verify our assumption, we continue to track the activity685
trajectories of criminals. And we detect that CryptoLocker and CryptoWall criminals participated686
in the illegal trading in SilkRoad2Market and Locky criminals participated in the illegal trading in687
Nucleus Market, which is a darknet market for the sale of drugs and other contraband.688

7.3 Victim Movement among Industries689

Apart from understanding the ransom transfer behaviors of criminals, we further monitor the690
migrations of victims across various industries to understand how victims react to the ransomware691
activities and quantify ransomware activities’ impact on various industries. We first identify the692
victims of ransomware activities from ransom payment transactions and then propose a user693
movement model to describe their migrations across industries.694

Ransom payment preference of victims. We detect two interesting phenomena in these ran-695
somware activities. First, we observe that the ratio of ransom payment transactions that specify696
the effective time through the field of 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 increases yearly. In detail, 0.1% of ransom payment697
transactions in CryptoLocker specify the effective time in 2013. 0.38% of ransom payments trans-698
actions in Locky specify the effective time in 2016 while 31.12% of the transactions inWannaCry699
specify the effective time in 2017. The change indicates that ransomware criminals learn to require700
victims to specify the effective time to collect and transfer ransom conveniently. Second, we observe701
that 80.71% of the victims in all ransomware activities have only one receiving transaction and702
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Fig. 5. Proportion of Exchange members among all industry members.

one sending transaction in their historical transactions. More specifically, after the victims were 703
extorted, they enter into Bitcoin to buy the bitcoins as ransom from the only receiving transaction 704
and then send it to the criminals. We consider these victims as one-time victims and the rest as 705
frequent victims. Besides, two active exchange sites Bitcoin.de and Localbitcoins, who are detected 706
as the victims, have made a total of 25 payments in Locky activity, accumulating more than 86 707
bitcoins. Inspired by the work [21], we speculate that these exchange sites provide victims with 708
proxy payment services to help complete their ransom payments. 709
Our model. As discussed in Section 6, users can engage in a variety of activities, meaning that 710
users can join an industry as a new member, move to other industries or even leave Bitcoin. To 711
understand the migration of victims in ransomware attacks, we utilize a user movement model to 712
describe their time-varying participation among the industries. Based on the variation in users’ 713
industry identifiers over two periods, we propose four user migration modes – (1) Immigrant: a user 714
who newly comes into the industry at the latter period, (2) Emigrant: a user who leaves /her current 715
industry to join another industry different from these five industries at the latter period, (3)Migrant: 716
a user who moves from one industry to another industry, and (4) Nonimmigrant: a user who always 717
stays in the same industry. By applying the user movement model to the ransomware victims, 718
we aim to understand how victims react to ransomware activities and the impact of ransomware 719
activities on the entire Bitcoin ecosystem. 720
Impact of ransomware activity. Based on the ransom transfer peaks and the relative number of 721
searches in Google trends, we focus on victim migrations in different periods, such as the migrations 722
in CryptoLocker from 11/15/2013 to 12/17/2013 and the migration in Locky from 03/01/2016 to 723
04/04/2016. We did not identify any victims in the Miner industry through our classification model. 724
Thus, under the entire distribution of victims, we analyze the status of other industries during the 725
ransomware activity while ignoring the impact of potential victims in Miner. 726
Immigrants and Emigrants. Fig. 6 shows that the distribution of immigrant victims across different 727
industries in different ransomware activities except WannaCry. We find most frequent inflows 728
and outflows of victims occur in the Exchange industry. To investigate the reason for such high- 729
frequency movements in Exchange, for these victims, we compare the time they pay ransom 730
with the time of their first or last participation in the transactions. The difference in timing can 731
suggest whether the major activity of victims is solely for the ransom payment. For example, we 732
identify 87.43% of Locky victims and 61.78% of WannaCry victims temporarily join Bitcoin due 733
to ransomware activities. Moreover, the decreasing proportion between these two ransomware 734
activities indicates that more victims have joined Bitcoin and engaged in exchange activities prior 735
to being extorted by the ransomware in 2017. In other words, fewer victims are forced to enter 736
Bitcoin for ransom payments, as many of them are already regular users of Bitcoin. Inspired by this 737
change in victims, we presume that more users were active in Exchange between 2016 and 2017. 738
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Fig. 6. Distribution of immigrant victims across different industries during the high-risk period.

Fig. 5 presents the proportion of Exchange members among the five industries, demonstrating that739
the Exchange industry has expanded over this period of time.740

Fig. 6 also shows that in all ransomware activities, a certain percentage of victims newly entered741
the Darknet industry and the Gambling industry after paying ransom. It is worth noticing that this742
distribution is not calculated based on all the victims, but the victims who newly entered the five743
industries during the high-risk time period. Combined with the report [9], we speculate that these744
immigrants are likely to be induced by the criminals to start their illegal activities in the Darknet.745
Migrants. Depending on the different magnitude of victims in the several ransomware activities,746
we focus on the overall trends of migrants in six ransomware activities and explore the specific747
migration routes of victims inWannaCry. In Fig. 7, we present the proportion of migrants across748
different industries within several periods. The change in area size can reflect the stability of749
migration across various industries. We clearly see the six ransomware activities has impacted750
all four industries and drives the members to migrate to other industries. Of these migrants, the751
Exchange industry holds a small proportion of migrants and has been stable over various periods.752
However, the other three industries exhibit fluctuating changes during the periods of ransomware753
activity and can return to their pre-extortion states.754

In addition, we investigate the migrant routes ofWannaCry victims and find that the Investment755
industry is relatively stable in this ransomware activity. We observe that many victims move from756
the Investment industry to Exchange. To obtain bitcoins required for the ransom payment, 71.43%757
of them leave the Investment industry and then trade with well-known exchange sites such as758
localbitcoins.com in Exchange. We infer that the migration route from Investment to Exchange759
is primarily due to the fact that victims have to purchase bitcoins through exchange sites to pay760
ransom. After completing the ransom payment, about two-thirds of these victims eventually return761
to the activities in the Investment industry. Accordingly, we find that the Investment industry762
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Fig. 7. Distribution of migrant victims across different industries during the high-risk period.

appears to be highly resilient, with more than half of the users who left the industry for a short 763
time period would return to the industry and remain active. In other words, the industry presents a 764
strong self-repair ability. To confirm the finding, we trace the industry identifiers of those users 765
before and after the migration period. More than 31.30% of users always stay with Investment. 766
It is likely because the services such as wallet management offered in the Investment industry 767
are particularly attractive to users. Besides, the rest (30.77%) of these victims then engage in the 768
Gambling industry. Betting in the Gambling industry becomes another choice for these victims 769
after they have paid. 770

Apart from the frequent migration trajectories as described above, it is also surprising that a few 771
victims subsequently participated in the Darknet industry after completing ransom payments. More 772
specifically, 8.82% of these victims migrate from the Exchange industry to Darknet. We observe 773
three specific victims have been involved in 66 transactions with seven well-known darknet vendors, 774
including PandoraOpenMarket and SilkRoad2Market. All of these transactions are launched by the 775
same user within a very short time period and follow the same pattern that consists of one input 776
address and 740 output addresses. Although these darknet vendors were shut down by regulators 777
when these transactions were launched, we conjecture that the continued trading activities with 778
these darknet vendors are likely to be launched for other illegal purposes. Due to the lack of publicly 779
available data, we cannot find more details about their behaviors in Darknet. However, the finding 780
still makes us hypothesize that the behaviors of criminals can somehow induce the victims to 781
engage in other illegal activities. 782
Nonimmigrants. We further analyze the nonimmigrants trend of each industry in six ransomware 783
activities (Fig. 8). The proportion of nonimmigrants in Investment remains relatively stable in each 784
ransomware activities, such as an average of 22.74% in Locky and 13.54% in CryptoLocker. With 785
respect to the Gambling industry, the continuous extortion makes the proportion of nonimmigrants 786
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Fig. 8. Distribution of nonimmigrant victims across different industries during the high-risk period.

is small and constantly decreased by 24.53% in Locky. These phenomena indicate that the Investment787
industry is more resilient than the Gambling industry. Interestingly, the Darknet industry presents788
a rapid growth in all ransomware activities. For example, the Darknet finally accounts for 41.03%789
of nonimmigrants in the four industries in Locky. The growth reflects that many victims remain790
in the Darknet industry for other illegal purposes. When combined with the finding drawn from791
WannaCry activity, we would suggest that regulatory authorities should highlight the behaviors of792
victims in other ransomware activities, in addition to focusing on criminals’ behaviors, which may793
help detect other potential darknet members.794

To summarize, the industry-based analysis in Section 7 provides an effective way to understand795
ransomware activities in Bitcoin. We tracked over $176 million in ransom payments made by796
41,424 victims from 2012 to 2021. Through the large-scale empirical analysis, we detect the ransom797
transfer patterns of ransomware criminals, analyze victims’ migrations and study the impact of798
ransomware activities on various industries. The findings provide regulators with deep insights799
into the ransomware activities and advise them to adopt suitable policies to reduce the negative800
impact of ransomware activities.801

8 DISCUSSION802

Exploiting the anonymous mechanism of Bitcoin, ransomware activities collect ransom from803
worldwidewithout worrying about being tracked, causing substantial monetary losses. An improved804
understanding of ransomware activities is a key step to identifying new and effective intervention805
strategies. Based on our analysis results, this section outlines our key findings and their significance.806

First, we found that only a few ransomware activities succeeded in collecting ransom payments807
worthmillions, such asCryptoLocker,CryptoWall and Locky. More than half of ransomware activities808
in our dataset were responsible for less than USD 10,000 of direct financial impacts. Kharraz et809
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al. [29] studied 1,359 samples of 15 ransomware families and Gazet [16] reversed-engineered 15 810
ransomware samples. They both found that most ransomware families used superficial and flawed 811
techniques to encrypt files. Few of ransomware families had actual destructive capabilities and most 812
of them could be easily defeated. This could explain why only few ransomware families succeeded 813
in generating ransom payments worth millions. However, such observations do not mean that the 814
threat of ransomware activities should be underestimated. As noted by Zhang-Kennedy et al. [49], 815
ransomware activities have severe technological, personal and social impacts on victims. 816
Second, we found that to hide their transfer trajectories, most ransomware criminals prefer to 817

spread ransom into multiple industries instead of utilizing the services of Bitcoin mixers. Ran- 818
somware criminals only transfer a small part of the ransom to the services of Bitcoin mixers, such 819
as 0.5% in CryptoLocker. This result is similar to the previous work of Huang et al. [21], which 820
discovered that $541,670 (6.8% of Cerber’s total outflows) was sent to BitMixer. There are two main 821
reasons: the cumbersome operation and the lack of trust, as Crawford et al. [13] showed that mixing 822
services far more often fail due to the inability to earn customers than due to law enforcement 823
action. 824
Third, we observed that a few victims enter into Darknet industry after paying the ransom. 825

Combined with the previous work [34], we speculate that these victims are likely to be induced 826
by criminals to purchase the ransomware in the Darknet. This assumption is somehow confirmed 827
by Kerstens et al. [27] and Jennings et al. [24], who claimed that the victimization experience can 828
produce negative physical, mental, and behavioral outcomes in individuals and some may go on to 829
commit their own crimes. Moreover, we found that Investment is highly resilient to ransomware 830
activities in the sense that the number of users in Investment remains relatively stable. 831

Although our work has revealed several interesting findings, it also has several limitations. The 832
main limitation is the small number of addresses controlled by ransomware criminals. While the 833
website [42] publishes more than 1,000 kinds of ransomware families it detects from samples of the 834
malware or suspicious files, our work collects relevant Bitcoin addresses of only 63 ransomware 835
families. Although ransomware families in our dataset are rampant and have caused substantial 836
financial losses, they only represent a small part of the entire ransomware landscape. Indeed, 837
the more addresses from various ransomware families become available, the more accurate the 838
landscape for ransom payments, ransom transfers and victim migrations will become. Another 839
limitation is the scale and quality of the attribution data available in our Entitiy Identities dataset. 840
Without this information, we cannot locate the real-world destination of ransom and victims. 841
Nevertheless, we believe that such data will increasingly become available with the growing 842
popularity of various analytics tools. The last limitation is that some ransomware victims have not 843
paid the ransom. Thus, we cannot measure the indirect impact of ransomware on these victims 844
from ransom payment transactions in Bitcoin. 845

9 RELATEDWORK 846

Our study is closely related to the literature on Bitcoin address clustering and ransomware activities 847
analysis in Bitcoin. 848

Bitcoin address clustering. The anonymity property of Bitcoin makes it difficult to determine 849
the ownership of multiple Bitcoin addresses. Several methods are proposed to cluster associated 850
Bitcoin addresses by utilizing heuristics. 851

Multi-input grouping methods. Cazabet et al. [7] point out that the original multi-input grouping 852
method [33] (i.e., theMI method as mentioned in Section 5) has a relatively low recall for users. On 853
the basis of MI , Kalodner et al. [25] propose to reduce clustering interference caused by a special 854
type of mixing transactions, i.e., CoinJoin. Recently, this new method has been widely applied in 855
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address clustering, which we refer to as MX in Section 5. However, the improved method only856
solves excessive clustering introduced by a certain type of mixing transactions without mining the857
potential association of Bitcoin addresses from these transactions, which somehow reduces the858
recall of clustering results. Motivated by these problems, we additionally consider the interference of859
a new type of mixing transactions (i.e., JoinMarket) and further detect strong associations of Bitcoin860
addresses from these two special types of mixing transactions, which improves the performance of861
address clustering as part of our industry-based analysis approach.862

Change address detection methods. A few methods [25, 47] with different patterns are proposed863
to study the association of output addresses. These patterns have been extended to analyze the864
anonymity of other cryptocurrencies and help cluster their associated addresses, such as Zcash [26]865
and Ripple [35]. However, some transactions in Bitcoin may mismatch these patterns and result in866
incorrect Bitcoin associations. For example, the new address rule (NA as mentioned in Section 5)867
considers the new address in the outputs of a two-output transaction as the change address of868
the sender. The new output address in the ransom payment transactions of Locky is actually the869
unique ransom address generated by the criminals for every victim, rather than a change address870
of a victim [21]. To mitigate this problem, we propose a fine-grained address clustering method,871
which improves both precision and recall a lot in address clustering.872

Ransomware activities analysis. Exploiting the anonymous mechanism of Bitcoin, ransomware873
activities demanding ransom in bitcoins have become rampant in recent years. To deeply understand874
ransomware activities, many studies utilize publicly available Bitcoin transaction records to analyze875
ransom payment transactions and track ransom transfers.876
BitIodine is a Bitcoin forensic analysis framework that is used to perform a payment analysis877

for the CryptoLocker. Liao et al. [32] perform an expanded analysis of CryptoLocker and find878
evidence that suggests connections to Bitcoin Fog and BTC-e. Huang et al. [21] use 16 famous879
ransomware data to describe the development of ransomware activities and the geographic location880
of the victims. Conti et al. [12] report the financial impact of 20 ransomware from the Bitcoin881
payment transaction. Paquet-Clouston et al. [40] analyze ransom payment transactions related882
to 35 ransomware activities and find that the amount of ransom payments has a minimum value883
worth of 12,768,536 USD (22,967.54 bitcoins). Nerurkar et al. [38] engineer nine features to train the884
model for segregating 16 different licit-illicit categories of users, such as ransomware operators.885

However, all of these works focus on the behaviors of individual addresses or clustered address886
set. Besides, most previous studies ignore victims’ reactions in Bitcoin after paying ransom. In887
our analysis, we introduce the concept of industry in Bitcoin and perform a large-scale empirical888
analysis of ransom payments, ransom transfers, and victim migrations from both address and889
industry perspectives.890

10 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK891

This paper performed the first large-scale empirical analysis of ransomware activities in Bitcoin892
over a long period from an industry perspective, which views Bitcoin as an economic society. For893
our analysis, we have designed a novel and effective address clustering method to mine associated894
addresses to users, which improves over existing methods on average 17.50% in precision and895
60.00% in recall. Based on this result, a multi-label classification model was then designed to identify896
the industry identifiers of users with the accuracy of 92.00%. In our in-depth study, we have tracked897
over $176 million in ransom payments made by 41,424 victims from 2012 to 2021 and proposed898
an industry-based approach to analyze ransom transfer patterns and victims’ reactions. Through899
the industry participation trajectories of users, we observed a popular way of ransom laundering900
that does not rely on Bitcoin mixers. Besides, we also found out that a few victims became active901
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in Darknet after paying ransom and the Investment industry is highly resilient to ransomware 902
activities. These results showed that our empirical analysis from the industry perspective can 903
offer regulatory authorities a macro-level view to understand ransomware activities in Bitcoin 904
effectively. 905
In practice, our work has successfully cracked a series of online ransomware activity cases 906

using Bitcoin as a payment method.5 In the future, we will study more transaction patterns to find 907
more Bitcoin addresses controlled by ransomware criminals. We will further refine the industry 908
classification method to better characterize ransom transfers and victim migrations. We also plan 909
to apply our approach to analyzing other types of illegal activities, e.g., Ponzi scheme. 910
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